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Coastal wetlands save hundreds
of millions of dollars in flood
damage during hurricanes
Using the latest modeling techniques, scientists from the conservation,
engineering and insurance sectors studied the impact of Hurricane
Sandy in the northeast United States in 2012, when New York and New
Jersey were badly hit by storm surges. The study found more than $625
million in property damage were prevented during this natural
catastrophe by coastal wetlands along the northeast coast.
The “Coastal Wetlands and Flood Damage Reduction” study showed
wetlands provide direct, quantifiable reductions in flood risk for individual extreme events and average annual flood losses, and that these
benefits can be readily included and advanced in risk industry-based
tools. It highlights the significant benefits of coastal wetlands, which
should be considered by public and private risk managers. This work
also supports the development of better public and private incentives
for wetland conservation and restoration for coastal risk reduction.
These results illustrate the importance, especially for development
agencies and land use
planners, of the risks of
building over wetlands
in the lowest elevation
exposed areas. Finally,
the results provide impetus for improving
consideration and integration of natural defenses within coastal
engineering and risk
management practice.

National Park Service releases new guide to help with coastal climate change
A new guide, Coastal Adaption Strategies Handbook, released last month by the National
Park Service, is a compilation of experience and best management practices. It complements a document released last year that compiled 24 case studies of parks taking action
to protect against climate change impacts in terms of the land and improved facilities that
the NPS manages. Rebecca Beavers, a coastal geologist with the NPS and co-editor of the
handbook said, "There is no other handbook available for coastal managers in the public
or private sector that addresses this array of topics." ASFPM Executive Director Chad
Berginnis says he definitely agrees! “Parts of the handbook that jumped out to me include:





Great background information that explains sea level rise, adaptation, precipitation changes and impacts;
Specific examples and infrastructure issues addressed such as transportation (roads, bridges), public
buildings/facilities (visitors centers, bath houses, museums), and an examination of a variety of coastal
flood defenses;
Processes for assessing vulnerability and incorporating adaptation strategies for facilities and lands managed by impacted parks; and
Lessons learned from Hurricane Sandy.”

Despite advances in forecast accuracy and lead time, people fail to respond
to warnings. Why and how do we change that?
To understand how the public uses and interprets National Weather Service
flood products, an extreme storm scenario was presented using NWS forecast
products in a series of focus groups in the Delaware River basin (Pennsylvania–
New Jersey). Findings from the sessions informed revisions of the products to
which participants reported increased understanding and motivation to take
action. Participants demonstrated a strong preference for river-level information presented through the NWS hydrograph among all the NWS products
shown depicting an approaching hurricane. Simplified graphics, explanations in
general terms, intuitive colors and geographic specificity are key recommendations to improve comprehension of risk and uncertainty. The National Oceanic
and Atmospheric Administration and NWS are taking steps to operationalize
some of these suggestions. This study’s methods and results are applicable to
other areas and hazard types. Read “Effectively Communicating Risk and Uncertainty to the Public: Assessing the National Weather Service’s Flood Forecast
and Warning Tools,” written by Rachel Hogan Carr, Nurture Nature Center,
Easton, Pennsylvania; Burrell Montz, Department of Geography, Planning and
Environment, East Carolina University, Greenville, North Carolina; Keri
Maxfield, Nurture Nature Center, Easton, Pennsylvania; Stephanie Hoekstra,
Department of Geography, Planning and Environment, East Carolina University,
Greenville, North Carolina; Kathryn Semmens, Nurture Nature Center, Easton,
Pennsylvania; and Elizabeth Goldman, RMC Research Corporation, Portsmouth, New Hampshire.
Above: Top weather forecasting map shows unimproved graphics for the public explaining flood outlook. Map on the bottom
uses easy to understand graphics and language. Study showed people understood what NOAA and NWS were trying to convey—flood risk—and what actions they should take with the simplified image and language. Image from Bulletin of AMS’s
September 2016 issue.
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APA updates 19-year-old “Subdivision Design and Flood Hazard Areas”
The American Planning Association’s latest Planning Advisory Service report, “Subdivision Design and Flood Hazard Areas,” elaborates on new
information and tools and outlines a series of planning and design principles. The authors emphasize the value of an integrated approach to
planning for natural hazards by improving regulations and design.
During a 2015 APA symposium—which included subject matter experts
and staff from APA, FEMA and ASFPM—participants developed an overarching vision for subdivision design in flood hazard areas:
Adopt a comprehensive and integrated approach to protecting
floodplains and other natural areas, and aligning development
with community goals in order to increase community resiliency
and reduce flood hazard risks.
Subdivision design in flood hazard areas has become increasingly important due to the high social and
physical costs associated with flood damage. Now, more than ever, communities must adapt to the evergrowing threat of human-made and natural disasters.
General Principles
These five general principles lay the foundation for mitigating flood hazards within subdivision design:
1. Maintain natural and beneficial functions of the floodplain.
2. Adopt a No Adverse Impact approach to floodplain management.
3. Avoid new development in the floodplain whenever feasible.
4. Focus on data-driven decision making, using only the best available data to assess risk and inform decisions.
5. Consider future conditions of the floodplain, including development impacts and climate change.

Free Planning Information Exchange on Subdivision Design and
Flood Hazard Areas to be held noon-1 p.m. CDT Dec. 2
The ninth webinar in the series involves discussions from ASFPM Executive Director Chad
Berginnis; Jerry Brems, a retired planning commission director from Licking County, Ohio; and
Tyler Berding, founding partner of the California
law firm Berding & Weil LLP. APA’s Hazards Planning Center Manager James Schwab will moderate as they discuss issues, drivers and standards of subdivision design and flood hazard areas; local issues that planners face when dealing with design standards
and flood hazard areas; and various problems homeowners associations confront when dealing with
flood hazards over the long term. Register here.
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Flood History in November
The Nov. 5, 1991 flash flood that devastated Ormoc City, Philippines. At least 4,000 people were killed in the flash floods
triggered by heavy rains. Some 3,000 people were injured and
about 2,500 were reported missing after the floods. Read an
article about the disaster here. Photo at right: Debris from the
forest carried by the flash flood is piled up on houses, Nov. 9,
1991 in Ormoc City. Powerful typhoon Thelma caused a nearby
dam to burst sending floodwaters rampaging here when it
struck central Philippines, Nov. 5, 1991. Photo by Jose Duran/AFP.
The deadliest cyclone ever recorded, the Bhola cyclone,
struck East Pakistan (what is now Bangladesh) and India's
West Bengal Nov. 12, 1970, flooding much of the low-lying
islands of the Ganges Delta. Approximately 500,000 people
died, primarily because of the floods that resulted from the
cyclone's storm surge. Ranked the fourth most deadly natural disaster by Live Science. View all 10 of the top natural
disasters here. Photo at left: Villagers search for rice and
other grains to salvage after Bhola cyclone and accompanying tidal wave.
This is rather discouraging in the fact that we could write the same thing today. In November
1958, a study by Gilbert White and his colleagues, Changes in Urban Occupancy of Flood Plains
in the United States, reveals what had happened during the previous two decades. With land use
pressures and few incentives to stay out of potential flood zones, occupancy in these zones is increasing. Federal incentives are creating a new perception that if a serious flood hazard develops, the federal government will deal with it.
In Regulating-Flood Plain Development, published November 1958, Francis C. Murphy notes that
no more than eight communities had enacted floodplain zoning before 1955. By 1958, 49 communities had ordinances. Here’s an interesting quote from the book, “Although, on the face of it, flood
insurance is not a method of reducing the nation’s flood losses, it is a method of reducing or
spreading the individual’s losses. For all practical purposes, there is no available flood insurance,
but it can be a very useful or dangerous tool in regulating flood-plain development…”
Question
You’ll notice above that Gilbert White wrote “flood plains,” as two separate words in 1958. Francis Murphy used a
hyphen to separate “flood” and “plains” in 1958. Today, Merriam-Webster, English Oxford and Dictionary.com
dictionaries list “floodplain” as one word. But when I first accepted this job three years ago, they used “flood
plain.” Reporters will often spell “floodplain” as two separate words, except when they are too busy spelling
“flood plain” as “flood plane.” ASFPM products, whether it’s a newsletter, written congressional testimony or a
tweet, always use “floodplain” as one word. However, we use FPM as an acronym to represent “floodplain manager,” which according to the spelled out version, should probably just be FM. It’s all so very confusing. So the
question is: Does anybody know the history of the spelling of “floodplain?”
Answer or just tell me your experience with the word: Send to michele@floods.org
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CFM: LAYING THE FOUNDATION FOR SUCCESS
First Step for Professional Development—Develop the Profession
We all know floodplain managers play a vital role in saving lives and protecting property from our nation’s leading
natural hazard—floods. Many of us have worked in this industry long enough that floodplain management concepts and the National Flood Insurance Program are just part of what we do every day. ASFPM estimates there
are nearly a quarter of a million people working in the floodplain management profession and the increasing effects of climate change will place an even higher demand for skilled professionals in this occupation.
Recognizing this need, and in support of our members and the profession, ASFPM recently provided written comments to the Bureau of Labor Statistics on the upcoming revision of the 2010 Standard Occupation Classification
system. The SOC system is used by federal statistical agencies to classify workers and jobs into occupational categories for the purpose of collecting, calculating, analyzing or disseminating data. Users of occupational data include government program managers, industrial and labor relations practitioners, students considering career
training, job seekers, career and employment counselors, educational institutions and employers to set salary
ranges or for talent acquisition. Unfortunately, the current SOC does not recognize “floodplain manager” as one
of 840 distinct occupations.
Having a floodplain manager occupation seems like a fundamental step towards providing consistency across the
nation as to the nature of work, education and training requirements, certification and licensing, and tools and
technology used in our profession. This information is useful when state and/or local governing agencies seek to
fill vacant floodplain manager positions or could be used to further refine the roles and responsibilities of current
positions. By having a distinct occupation code within the SOC, employers will be better informed of the profession and what they should look for in a prospective employee. It will also provide employment data to ASFPM and
others to measure and monitor floodplain manager employment trends across the country, something that is next
to impossible to do now.
The public comment period has closed and BLS is currently reviewing comments and developing recommended
changes. The updated SOC Manual is scheduled for release next summer.
Written by Louie Greenwell, GISP, CFM; GIS Director with PRIME AE Group; Professional Development Committee
Co-chair and Certification Board of Regents Liaison.
Interested in professional development for flood risk professionals? Do you have ideas that could help enhance and strengthen the floodplain management profession? Get involved by joining ASFPM’s Professional
Development Committee (PDC). The mission of the PDC is to provide vision, leadership and direction to
ASFPM members regarding issues affecting the floodplain management profession. The PDC strives to maintain a high standard of integrity, ethical behavior and practices, professional conduct and skill for all floodplain managers and encourages certification via the ASFPM Certified Floodplain Manager program. The
committee strives to expand and promote the professional status and legal responsibility of the CFM and will
review and monitor professional education opportunities for floodplain managers. The PDC also provides a
liaison to the Certification Board or Regents to support the CFM program. In this capacity, the liaison communicates and provides alignment of common activities between CBOR and PDC regarding issues affecting
the floodplain management profession.
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Natural Floodplain Functions Alliance Webinar on Comprehensive Local
Planning and Programs: Charlotte-Mecklenburg’s Approach
2-3:30 p.m. Central Time Dec. 6
In cooperation with the Natural Floodplain Functions Alliance, ASFPM presents this quarter’s NFFA webinar. NFFA
offers free webinars four times a year, focusing on tools, best practices and strategies to support the natural functions of floodplains.
“Comprehensive Local Planning and Programs: Charlotte-Mecklenburg’s Approach” will be presented by Tim Trautman, ASFPM’s Mitigation Pod facilitator and the Engineering and Mitigation Program Manager for CharlotteMecklenburg Storm Water Services in North Carolina.
Comprehensive planning and visioning for floodplains can only be done on the local level. Many communities lack
a vision or don’t know where to begin. This webinar will demonstrate how Charlotte-Mecklenburg developed and
implemented a local resilience vision, and created plans and programs to implement it over the past 20 years. It
takes more than just funding to truly become more resilient.
In this webinar, you will learn:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Key components to flood resilience
How to gain political support
Ideas for local initiatives and funding
How to create Risk Reduction Plans
Ways to demonstrate results

Target Audience: Planners, engineers, floodplain managers and other professionals who wish to gain ideas on
how to implement local programs that increase hazard resilience.

Registration:
Click here to register
Continuing Education:
This webinar has been preapproved
for 1 CEC for CFMs who participate
individually in the entire event.

Tim Trautman is actively involved
on national policy issues pertaining
to floodplain management and resilience. He has Bachelor’s and Master’s degrees in civil engineering
from the State University of New
York at Buffalo and is a P.E. and
CFM.

The Natural Floodplain Functions Alliance is an affiliation of nonprofit and private organizations, government
agencies and individuals dedicated to the protection and preservation of the natural functions of floodplains, including coastal areas.

Grant Opps…
Just a reminder to bookmark the Florida Climate Institute’s website for a comprehensive list of funding opportunities. It’s a fabulous resource.
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Managing Flood Risk in the Heartland
ASFPM’s 41st Annual National Conference
Kansas City, MO
April 30-May 5, 2017

A big THANK YOU to all 340 of you who submitted a presentation for consideration in the Kansas City technical
program. We greatly appreciate your efforts in providing the best possible education to our conference participants. The program team, led by Steve McMaster, Jenny Seffrood and Kait Laufenberg, is hard at work sorting
and reviewing the submissions and selecting 200 for presentation. Acceptance notices will go out after Jan. 1.
Don’t forget to regularly check out the 2017 conference webpage. We’ve posted conference registration fees so
you can get those travel authorizations submitted accurately, even though registration will not open until February. Book your hotel rooms at the Kansas City Marriott Downtown before April 10 to take advantage of the group
rate. And to our invaluable sponsors and exhibitors, check out our sponsor or exhibitor pages to learn why the
Kansas City conference is the ideal opportunity to showcase your company to new and existing clients.
We’ve also put together an information page on all there is to do and see in Kansas City.
Mark Your Calendars for our Upcoming National Conferences.
Kansas City, Missouri, April 30 - May 5, 2017
Phoenix, Arizona, June 17 - 22, 2018

Coastal GeoTools 2017
Feb. 6-9, 2017
Embassy Suites Hotel & Convention Center
North Charleston, SC
Big news! We've secured John Englander as a plenary speaker. Englander is an oceanographer, consultant and
sea level rise expert. His broad marine science background coupled with degrees in geology and economics allows
him to see the big picture on climate and look ahead to the large-scale financial and societal impacts, particularly
as they relate to sea level rise. He brings the diverse points of view of a scientist, entrepreneur and CEO. He also
wrote the best-selling, “High Tide on Main Street: Rising Sea Level and the Coming Coastal Crisis.”
Registration and preliminary program are now available online. Register early and save $$$. Registration rates
increase Dec. 12, so don’t delay!
Interested in showcasing your company at Coastal GeoTools? Check out the various sponsorship and exhibitor opportunities or contact Jenny Seffrood at jenny@floods.org. The last conference attracted nearly 300 attendees
from all over the U.S. and several foreign countries. Coastal professionals from many different sectors find the
networking opportunities of the conference unique and important for furthering the goals of their organizations.
Anyone interested in the development and application of geospatial technology for management of coastal resources will benefit from this conference.
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ASFPM Foundation opens its 7th Annual Collegiate
Student Paper Competition
Deadline for abstract submittal is Jan. 31, 2017
This is the seventh year the ASFPM Foundation hosts the student paper competition at our national conference, which will be held in Kansas City, Missouri in 2017.
This competition encourages student engagement in floodplain management topics. We also want to identify talented individuals with the
potential to make lasting contributions to floodplain management, as
well as engineering, geology, geography, planning and public administration, just to name a few.

L-R: ASFPM Foundation President Doug
Plasencia, 2nd place winner Qianli Deng,
Go to Student Paper Competition page for details.
1st place winner Adnan Rajib, and 3rd
place winner Fatemeh Alighalenbabakhani. Photo by Michele Mihalovich.

If you meant to make a donation to ASFPM Foundation on
#GivingTuesday (Nov. 29), but forgot…no problem. You can
STILL make a donation.

Floodplain Management Training Calendar
For a full nationwide listing of floodplain management-related training opportunities, visit ASFPM Online Event
Calendar. Looking for training opportunities to earn CECs for your CFM? Check out our event calendar with LOTS
of training opportunities listed for 2016 and 2017! Search the calendar by state using the directions below, or use
the category drop down menu to search by event category. Go to the calendar and click on the search feature
icon at the top of the calendar. Type your state’s initials in parenthesis (for example (WI)) into the search field and
it will pull all the events that are currently listed on the calendar for your state. The only events without a state
listed in the event title are EMI courses, which are listed with their FEMA course number and are all held in Emmitsburg, MD.
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By Rebecca Quinn, CFM
Every other month, when deciding what to write for this column I consider questions and situations I’ve handled
recently, as well as columns I’ve written before. People seem to always have questions about substantial improvement and substantial damage. Indeed, the words “substantial improvement” appear in one way or another in half
of the columns I’ve written since the first column was published in November 2007.
Since the Substantial Improvement/Substantial Damage Desk Reference (FEMA P-758) was published in 2010, I’ve
recommended we all keep it close at hand. It has answers to just about every question. But here are a few new
ones.
Does the Substantial Improvement/Substantial Damage rule “prohibit” improvements? Of course not! Occasionally I hear local officials – perhaps too casually – say something along the lines of “you can’t improve the
building more than 50 percent.” Of course owners can improve their buildings more than 50 percent – with an
important qualification that should be familiar to everyone who has a role in regulating flood hazard areas. Buildings in flood hazard areas can be improved more than 50 percent as long as they are brought into compliance
with the requirements for new construction. Sure, that may be an inhibitor for some owners, but we shouldn’t
use imprecise language that could discourage owners from reducing their exposure to flooding.
What costs and what types of work can be excluded from
the SI/SD determination? The NFIP definition is very specific
(see text box, items No. 1 and No. 2). But that doesn’t stop
people from asking, and sometimes pushing the boundaries.
Here are some recent questions and advice I offered:




When an application for improvement includes some
work elements that, if done by themselves, wouldn’t require building permits, can we exclude the costs of those
elements? In my opinion, no. When an application for a
permit is submitted, the cost must include all work associated with the project. A list of costs that must be included is in the Desk Reference, Section 4.4.1. For
example, a permit isn’t required to paint a room. But
when an owner renovates a building, then completing
the project includes painting interior spaces and the cost
of painting must be included.
Can we exclude costs of work to mitigate against hazards
(wind, seismic, flood)? This question comes up when
communities encourage risk reduction and as more
property owners pay attention to risk (and perhaps as insurance companies do the same). Sure, we want to encourage more mitigation, but the answer is no: excluding
those costs would be in direct conflict with the letter and
spirit of the SI/SD rule.
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Substantial improvement means any
reconstruction, rehabilitation, addition or
other improvement of a structure, the cost of
which equals or exceeds 50 percent of the
market value of the structure before the “start
of construction” of the improvement. This
term includes structures that have incurred
“substantial damage,” regardless of the actual
repair work performed. The term does not,
however, include either:
1. Any project for improvement of a
structure to correct existing violations of state
or local health, sanitary or safety code
specifications that have been identified by the
local code enforcement official and are the
minimum necessary to assure safe living
conditions, or
2. Any alteration of a “historic structure,”
provided that the alteration will not preclude
the structure's continued designation as a
``historic structure''.
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Can we exclude costs to correct violations or unsafe conditions caused by an owner or contractor? Re-read
the definition and check out Section 4.4.8 of the Desk Reference where the phrase “correct existing violations”
is explained, and you’ll conclude the answer is no. And what that means is when the scope of a project
changes, for whatever reason, the SI/SD determination should be recalculated to include the added costs. And
yes, that might mean a project that didn’t hit 50 percent might now trigger the requirement to bring the
building into compliance.

After you determine an applicant’s proposed work triggers Substantial Improvement, is it OK for them to “back
out” enough work to drop the determination below 50 percent? As much as I’d like to say no, I don’t think
there’s a solid basis for that answer as long as the work removed from a permit application doesn’t leave behind
an incomplete project. For example, if the original proposal is to add a vertical addition, then all work necessary to
complete the project has to be included. The owner could, for example, decide they won’t finish out the space
identified on plans as a bathroom. That’s not the same as changing the project scope by redrawing the plans to
eliminate the bathroom (and all plumbing and electrical shown for the bathroom). Of course, if the bathroom is
eliminated to avoid 50 percent, the owner could then come back after the permit for the vertical addition is
closed out and seek a new permit to modify the area to add a bathroom. Section 5.6.2 of the Desk Reference covers phased improvements. Unless communities adopt the higher standard called “cumulative substantial improvement,” there’s no way to prevent owners from electing to break large projects into smaller, discrete, standalone (and lower-cost) parts, even if we know the owner’s intent is to circumvent substantial improvement. Perhaps it’s small comfort, but as long as the NFIP continues to increase insurance rates on nonconforming buildings
towards actuarial rates, eventually owners who find ways to avoid 50 percent are likely to end up paying very high
premiums. If you’ll forgive me quoting myself from July, “My guess is those property owners won’t connect their
own choices to avoid SI/SD with high flood insurance premiums as the NFIP continues to increase rates, even on
older, nonconforming buildings. Instead, they’ll likely just blame it on ‘the government.’”
Why shouldn’t we use the terms Pre-FIRM and post-FIRM? The SI/SD Desk References uses these terms throughout, but it turns out we shouldn’t use them when talking about making substantial improvement and substantial
damage determinations. The terms distinguish between new construction and buildings that pre-date when a
community adopted its first floodplain management requirements. One factor used by the NFIP to rate policies is
date of construction. Why is it misleading when used for regulatory purposes? As FEMA periodically revises
FIRMs, sometimes changing flood zones, BFEs and the land area within the mapped SFHA, reliance on those terms
can lead to incorrect interpretations. Instead, communities should do SI/SD determinations every time someone
proposes work or repairs on any building that is already built. If a building is already fully compliant with the current flood zone and BFE, then no requirements are triggered if the determination is SI/SD. But if the map has
changed…well, the requirement is to bring the building into compliance with the current requirements.
Follow up from September. In September’s column I showed drawings of two walk-out basement scenarios. The
issue was what is “below grade on all sides” and whether a side that is partially below grade means the area is a
basement for NFIP purposes. After reviewing the NFIP definition for “basement” and various FEMA guidance documents, I concluded the first drawing shown below is not a basement and the second one is a basement because
fill wraps partially around the lower right corner. To arrive at that conclusion, I advised avoiding the grey area of
how much fill wrapped around the lower level does or doesn’t make the lower area a basement.
After the column ran I was asked which Elevation Certificate diagram I’d recommend for each scenario. To be
clear, I’m just a long-term floodplain manager, not a surveyor. But my guess is most surveyors would also like to
stay out of “grey areas.” On the following page, I show Diagram 7 for the first scenario, “walkout levels, where at
least one side is at or above grade” (Diagram 3 might also work, although identified for split-levels the distinguishing feature is the “bottom floor is at or above ground level (grade) on at least 1 side.”). Diagram 2A is for the second scenario, “on all sides” (Diagram 4 would apply if the home was split-level). You might say Diagram 7 looks
like the drawing for the second scenario—but it shows the cross-section “through the hill,” not fill wrapped
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around the corner. Imagine turning the diagram 90 degrees to the right (and look at drawing from Technical Bulletin 1 that’s in the September column).

What about Diagram 2B? This diagram is used if the bottom floor, door
and area of egress are below ground level, but when I examine the illustration and I think it’d be clearer if the distinguishing feature description
also says there is no positive surface drainage away from the building.

Submit your own items or suggestions for future topics to column editor Rebecca Quinn, CFM,
at rcquinn@earthlink.net. Comments welcomed!
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What’s happening around the world?
A collection of the most viewed stories on our Facebook page

Michigan—“If I told you with a reasonable degree of certainty that this time tomorrow
you're going to have 18 inches in your living room, just imagine what you could save,” said
USGS Hydrologist Matt Whitehead about the new online mapping tool in Lansing, Michigan.
“You could get your car out of the garage at least.” Read the article here.

The World—Didn’t get a chance to watch "Before the Flood" on NatGeo Channel? No problem. It's streaming
for free here.

North Carolina—Data is still being gathered to determine if plumes of “blackwater” flowing downstream toward the coast after Hurricane Matthew present any threat to marine life.
Read the article from The Outer Banks Voice.

Texas—Now this is elevating a home! After flood waters destroyed her Onion Creek rental
homes twice, Linda Donovan took rebuilding one of them to a whole new height—with a recycled shipping container. Read the story here.

Nebraska—This is brilliant! University of Nebraska-Lincoln City students will go door
to door in the North and South Bottoms and Clinton neighborhoods to spread awareness of the nation and state’s most common disaster--floods. Here’s the story from The
Daily Nebraskan.

South Carolina—Nichols, which flooded from Hurricane Matthew, is serving as a cautionary tale. Most of the town's 400 residents, who didn't have flood insurance, are retired
or disabled and can't afford to take out the low-interest loans FEMA offers. Most are walking away. Read The Monitor’s article here.

Rhode Island—In a bid to reduce potential damage from flooding caused by storm surges,
the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers has put forward a $58.6-million plan that would largely be
funded through taxpayer money to lift up 341 private structures on the Washington County
coast in Rhode Island. Read the Providence Journal article here.

Louisiana—Leslie Chapman-Henderson from the Federal Alliance
for Safe Homes, wrote a blog titled, “Louisiana Leaders Weaken
Flood Protection, Placing Cost on Homeowners and Taxpayers Alike.”

The Nation—What would motivate you to purchase flood insurance?
It’s a great question DHS is asking, and ASFPM would love to hear the answers. Maybe you could share this survey on your government, organization or private Facebook/Twitter pages.
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Time to renew…
The Association of State Floodplain Managers is recognized worldwide as a leader in
floodplain management. With floods happening more frequently and severely today,
your role as a flood risk professional and ASFPM member is crucial and more important
than ever.
ASFPM membership means:












Continually staying on top of industry trends,
Earning professional credibility through our Certified Floodplain Manager program
at a discounted price,
Being the first to hear about the tools and resources we create to make your job
easier, like the No Adverse Impact how-to guides, Flood Mapping for the Nation report, legal research/guidance and technical papers,
Having a voice on The Hill, especially with national policies that could impact your
community,
Nominating, running and voting for leadership seats with our officers, regional directors and chapter directors,
Staying informed with email blasts explaining complicated issues like the 2017 NFIP
reform,
Attending webinars critical for your day-to-day activities at a discounted rate,
Receiving the members-only newsletter, “The Insider,” packed with information you
need to be an effective floodplain manager,
Contributing your perspective through our 14 policy committees,
Discounted rates to ASFPM’s annual national conference and specialty workshops.

Facebook

Twitter

LinkedIn
Remember, your CFM renews every two years and your ASFPM membership is active
for the current year only. Login to check CFM status here – NON-member or Member.
Be sure to renew your membership by Dec. 31 and help ASFPM keep doing great
work—nationally and locally!

Click here to renew your ASFPM membership for 2017.
If you have any questions about your membership, please email memberhelp@floods.org.
Remember, as an ASFPM member, you not only grow with the association, you help shape it.

ASFPM Member News…
Dr. Tarek Rashed, an ASFPM member and director of Geoinformatics at the Polis Center at
Indiana University-Purdue University Indianapolis, has been appointed to a three-year
term on the advisory board of the Centre for Sustainability and Future Studies at the British
University in El Sherouk, Egypt. The centre’s research goals for sustainable communities
apply to worldwide issues, which is why it seeks international contributions. The advisory
board includes distinguished professors, deans or directors of geospatial, urban planning
and architecture centers from Great Britain, the US and Australia.
The Insider November 2016
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CFM® Corner—Where your career and practice meet
Written by Ingrid Wadsworth, CFM, ASFPM Deputy Director and CBOR Regent

Congratulations if you recently became a Certified Floodplain Manager and good for you if you have been a longtime CFM. We hope you use it daily in your professional life and it increases credibility with your clients and the
public. Are you sure you’re using it right, though? We’ve recently seen some pretty creative uses of “CFM” and its
logo, so we thought we’d capture a few so you can best represent your professional certification.







No periods needed. CFMs in good standing (who pass the CFM exam and maintain their certification) are
provided a limited “license” to use the letters designating “CFM” after their name. We’ve seen folks putting
periods between those letters. The proper way to use this acronym is with no periods, i.e. Jane Smith, CFM.
No registration symbol needed. On a similar note, we’ve seen increased use of including the "®" symbol
with the CFM letters on signature lines and business cards. The "®" symbol should only be used when referring to the CFM certification program/exam/logo. It should not be used when referring to individuals who
are Certified Floodplain Managers.
Use registration symbol once. For documents where the "®" symbol would appear repeatedly, use the "®"
symbol in the first reference. The remaining instances should be without the symbol.
CFM logo. The CFM logo is only permitted for use by the ASFPM executive office and our accredited chapters that administer the CFM exam program under agreement with us. It is not for individual use. We’ve
seen the logo used on business cards, training advertisements, LinkedIn profiles and signature lines, which is
not permitted.

ASFPM 2017 membership renewal is underway, and if you are a CFM, that means dramatic savings for your CFM
certification. As an ASFPM member your CFM is essentially $35/year, paid for a two-year renewal period for $70
(early bird rate). Compared to other certifying entities, we are still below fees others charge. We strive to make
your CFM affordable.
CFMs who have recently retired or are planning on it, the 2017 membership renewal cycle begins a rollout of a
new “CFM-retired” category. As a special commemoration to retired CFMs who have invested in ASFPM membership for 10 years or more (may be nonconsecutive), the “CFM-retired” certification status is available where continuing education is no longer required. Here’s the application. Email cfm@floods.org with questions.
REMINDER! Have you tried the CFM portal? Members and nonmembers can get to the CFM Maintenance Login
Portal here. There is a “forgot password” link on the login screen if you don’t remember your password. There are
links behind the portal to upload CECs electronically and update your contact information. To see what qualifies
for CECs, refer to the Guidance for Continuing Education Credit.
Please remember to notify cfm@floods.org when you move or change you
name. CFM renewal and other certification related material is mailed to your
HOME ADDRESS. Also, make sure we always have your current employment information with correct email address. If you have any questions, please email
us at cfm@floods.org.
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ASFPM reaches out to the Trump Administration transition
team with paper on flood risk management in America
As we have done for more than 40 years, ASFPM seeks to
partner with the new administration, members of Congress
and federal agencies to improve and create policies and
programs that will make our nation more resilient to floods.
Here are our top nine priority action items, many of which
align with some of the administration’s top themes such as
investing in water and environmental infrastructure, promoting community/public safety and keeping local economies strong and resilient. Read Flood Risk Management in
America: Reducing taxpayer costs and rebuilding economically stable communities.

Colorado Launches Innovative New Resiliency and
Recovery Resources
Iain Hyde, deputy director of the Colorado Resiliency & Recovery Office and ASFPM Flood Mitigation Committee
co-chair, wanted to pass along some developments with the state’s resiliency program that may be of interest to
other ASFPM members. Here are three recently released resources that could be replicated in YOUR state:
A Resiliency Resource Center that provides technical information and guidance for communities, states and others
interested in understanding, planning for and acting on resilience;
An interactive storymap that provides an overview of the record 2013 floods, and an update on the progress Colorado has made since the floods; and
A summary report on a recent public-private resiliency workshop held in Colorado, which provides recommendations for future collaboration between the public and private sector.
Full details here.

Real estate agents looking to sell
coastal properties usually focus on
one thing: how close the home is to
the water’s edge. But buyers are increasingly asking instead how far
back it is from the waterline. How
many feet above sea level? Is it fortified against storm surges? Does it
have emergency power and sump
pumps? Read the full “Perils of Climate Change Could Swamp Coastal
Real Estate from NYT.”
.
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Flood Insurance Committee Corner
A Year in Review
For our final Insurance Corner missive this year, we thought we’d fly through some “2016 highlights” from an insurance perspective, and then take a peek into Santa’s bag to see what might lay ahead.
Buckle your seat belts; here we go:


Federal Insurance and Mitigation Administration reorganizes and the Risk Insurance Division becomes a
Directorate, with lots of new staff (some new to FIMA, others just to RID) and fresh ideas.
 FIMA initiates “sprints,” focused, short-term internal teams, to tackle top issues (like claims handling, Increased Cost of Compliance, communicating map changes).
 FEMA issues a new, Special Flood Hazard Determination Form, Elevation Certificate and Floodproofing
Certificate. Several issues appear with the EC form and format. ASFPM has collected suggested corrections and submitted to FEMA for review this month.
 FEMA is running a pilot reinsurance program. It purchased a small amount to test how it would work in
preparation of a full program in early 2017.
 ICC maintains visibility as an important issue, improving how it is used today as well as ways to enhance
(e.g., identified as one of the areas in 2016 the insurance advocate was focusing on (and will be in 2017);
very well-attended ASFPM conference ICC Early Bird Session by FEMA and others; and FIMA-initiated ICC
sprint and invited ASFPM members to participate in 2 days of brainstorming)
 Program changes continued to be significant in April 2016. Rates increased on average 9 percent, with
non-residential, pre-FIRM subsidize-rated, business property rates starting to receive 25 percent annual
rate increases. Pre-FIRM subsidize-rated and Newly Mapped procedure-rated policies that lapse under
certain conditions (e.g., more than 90 days, twice more than 30 days) must be rated using the current
maps and full-risk rates (i.e., with elevation certificate). WYOs began re-underwriting a significant part of
the NFIP policies.
 Program changes in October 2016…were light! AR and A99 properties became eligible for Preferred Risk
Rates (about 15,000 policies potentially affected). Refunds go back now 5 years.
 To help spur the private flood market, the Ross-Murphy Bill passes House UNANIMOUSLY. This bill was
to define: 1) continuous coverage for going from an NFIP to a private flood carrier, and 2) what an equivalent NFIP policy was, since the lending regulators couldn’t seem to. Well, ASFPM and others had some issues with No. 2. Meanwhile, the bill went nowhere in the Senate.
 Lending regulators finally posted their definition of a compliant private flood policy in November in the
Federal Register. Comments are due in early January (they tried this in 2013 and it never went anywhere).
 Meanwhile, lenders did release regulations on two other NFIP-related issues: 1) Federal mandatory purchase requirement is not triggered if a detached (non-residential) structure is in the high-risk area and the
home is not, and 2) regulated lenders must escrow flood insurance costs on all new loans in high-risk areas and offer it to existing loans
So, what will 2017 bring to the NFIP (besides a new administration)? So far, here’s what we know (and speculate):




April 2017 program changes will be very light AND rates will see some of their lowest increases ever!
The average will only be 6.3 percent with post-FIRM AE seeing only 1 percent and AOs and AHs get zero
percent!
FEMA will kick off its reinsurance program.
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Results from the Affordability Study are due by September 2017.
Several congressional hearings on the NFIP Reauthorization will undoubtedly be held.
And what we want most for Christmas…the reauthorization of the NFIP (with everything on Chad
Berginnis’ NFIP Christmas list, of course!).
Best wishes to all this holiday season…and may you have a flood-free 2017! And as always, send us any questions
you have and we will help you to find an answer.
Humbly yours,
--Your Insurance Committee Co-chairs
Bruce Bender and John Gerber

This column is produced by the ASFPM Insurance Committee. Send questions about flood insurance issues to
InsuranceCorner@floods.org and they will be addressed in future “Insider” issues.

Navigating the Crazy Social Media World, Tip No. 13
By Michele Mihalovich, ASFPM’s public information officer

This month I decided to utilize Twitter Dashboard for scheduling tweets for the @ASFPMfoundation’s #GivingTuesday campaign, as well as tweets during the Thanksgiving holiday
for @floodsorg. Even though the dashboard has been up and running since June, this was
the first time I’d used it—and it turned out to be a great tool as I actually got to relax over
the holiday. While the dashboard is great for scheduling, it has a ton of other uses as well.
This article from SocialMediaExaminer explains how to get started, and the various analytic and monitoring aspects of dashboard. And with Christmas and New Year’s just
around the corner, it’d be well worth your time to learn…so YOU can relax over the holidays.

Job Corner
The Montana Department of Natural Resources and Conservation is
looking for a civil engineering specialist. A planning administrator is
needed in Teton County, Idaho and GZA GeoEnvironmental Inc. in
Norwood, Massachusettes is hiring a senior water resources
engineer. Check out these jobs and more on on ASFPM’s job board.
Visit our job postings here, and if you’re an employer and you want to
post an opening, it’s FREE!
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Deputy Director Report – Ingrid D. Wadsworth
It’s important to remember that our industry is changing and evolving every day. Has been
for years. Overall, we have all adapted well to these changes, brought reasonable improvements to our communities, and overall have kept our citizens safe and within the
guidelines we have created for our communities. So, while the world is in transition with
new national, state and local leadership, it is important that you continue to be that
steady voice for the public, elected officials and coworkers. Here are some ways to help:
1. Communication and facts are crucial. Based on potentially changing priorities, it
will be important to know where to obtain reliable facts and how to communicate
them. As an ASFPM member, you’ll receive alerts and newsletters from us with the latest news. Our website is also a treasure trove of information, with everything from research papers to the latest on NFIP
Reauthorization to our positions on national flood policy. Be sure and follow us on Facebook, LinkedIn and
Twitter industry trends and information too. We pride ourselves on being able to deliver nonpartisan, scientifically-based materials, and we work hard to break complicated issues into smaller bites. Please feel
free to use any materials we have.
2. Stay open to opportunities. When things are unsettled, it’s human nature to want certainty. But this may
a good time to wait and see what opportunities arise for your community. Like right after a flood event,
this may be a good time to recommend and implement policies and programs that may not have been
possible before. As a colleague recently told me, this is the time to “change the business case, but not the
underlying principles.” Maybe it’s time for No Adverse Impact or Community Rating System.
3. Fix what you can. Information overload and guessing are the quickest ways to distract you from your mission. You are the expert. This is a time to fix what you can, and leave the rest. Promising your staff or the
public things you don’t know you can deliver will just increase anxiety and uncertainty.
4. Keep preparing and training. This time of uncertainty may be a perfect time to hone your skills or learn
new ones. We have many online courses, webinars and other training opportunities at free or discounted
rates. I know attending training, for me, is always a shot in the arm and motivates me.
5. Be flexible. That old saying that the only thing certain is change, is never more valid than today. Adaptation is not only a flood concept, but increases your chances of being successful in your community and
career.
None of us have the luxury of knowing what comes next. In our changing world, you serve as the point of stability
for your community. You are also the champion for factual information, opportunities, fixing your communities
problems and being the most highly trained and flexible floodplain manager. All of these will assure your community adapts to whatever comes your way.
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Washington Legislative Report
Meredith R. Inderfurth,
ASFPM Washington Liaison
The Changed and Changing Landscape on Capitol Hill
When the Congress recessed for the election campaigns in early
October, plans for the lame duck session after the elections were
all based on the assumption of an incoming new Democratic administration and a Democratic majority in the Senate. All of the
current Republican leadership of the House and Senate, as well as all of the congressional committees made this
assumption. So, all plans for the lame duck—how to handle appropriations for FY 2017 and what bills to bring to
the floor or to avoid bringing to the floor—were based on these assumptions.
Then the elections happened, and everything became scrambled! All bets are off. While the expectation was that
Congress would pass the appropriations bills for FY17 in another omnibus appropriations bill or in several “minibuses,” plans have shifted to expected passage of a Continuing Resolution to fund the government at FY16 levels
until March 31. This would allow the incoming administration to put its stamp on the FY17 budget. The current
CR, which has funded the government from the beginning of the new fiscal year Oct. 1, will expire Dec. 9. It had
been expected that Congress would remain in session until mid-December to allow time to complete appropriations actions. Now it would be possible to easily pass another CR before Dec. 9. With the “must do” business completed, it is quite likely that Congress would adjourn earlier than planned.
Lame duck sessions can be very unpredictable. Last minute efforts are often made to get bills passed, so it can be
challenging for senators and House members, their staffs and outsiders to keep track of legislative activity and to
be informed about contents of bills and issues associated with them.
Water Resources Development Act
It had also been widely anticipated that Congress would pass the 2016 Water Resources Development Act, fulfilling the pledges of the House and Senate Committee chairmen to get back to regular passage of WRDA bills
every two years. Although staffs worked throughout the October/November recess to resolve the considerable
differences between the House and Senate versions, some issues apparently remain. (S. 2848 and H.R. 5303).
With likely early passage of the CR, less time remains to finish work on WRDA, but passage is still very possible.
Digital Coast Act
The Digital Coast Act, S. 2325, a bill to authorize and codify the Digital Coast program at NOAA, passed the Senate
under unanimous consent procedures Nov. 28. It is possible the Senate bill could be brought up on the House
floor under similar fast-track procedures, called suspension of the rules. ASFPM is an active member of the Digital
Coast Partnership, which provides not only data, but tools, to coastal planners, floodplain managers and other
decision makers. The bill was sponsored in the Senate by Sen. Tammy Baldwin (D-WI) and Sen. Lisa Murkowski (RAK). A similar bill, H.R. 4738, was introduced in the House by Reps. Dutch Ruppersberger (D-MD) and Don Young
(R-AK).
Appropriations
The appropriations picture will likely be somewhat confused and difficult during FY17. One regular appropriations
bill, Military Construction and Veterans Affairs, was passed and signed into law. All 11 other regular appropriations bills have been reported out of the House and Senate Appropriations Committees and work has been done
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during the recess to resolve differences between the House and Senate versions. As mentioned above, the expectation had been that all of those bills would be compiled into either an omnibus bill or several “mini-buses” during
the lame duck. Now those bills will have to be dealt with prior to March 31 or yet another CR will have to be
passed by then.
CRs are often difficult for federal agencies because planning for the full fiscal year becomes complicated and they
are unable to initiate new efforts or alter spending priorities.
Sometime early in the year, the proposed federal budget for FY18 should be released. That initiates the process of
holding hearings with agency officials to justify their budget requests. Usually the budget is released in early February, but with a new administration, that will probably be delayed.
Congressional Leadership
During this lame duck session, the Republican and Democratic parties elect their leadership for the new Congress,
which will convene in January. The Senate has already done so. Sen. Mitch McConnell (R-KY) will continue as Majority Leader and Sen. Charles Schumer (D-NY) will become Minority Leader. The House will vote on its leadership
Nov. 30. The vote was postponed until then after some opposition emerged to re-election of Rep. Nancy Pelosi (DCA) as Minority Leader. It appears she will win re-election as will Speaker Paul Ryan (R-WI).
A new Congress offers opportunities for new committee leadership and for some reshuffling of committee membership.

The Legislation discussed in this article can be reviewed by going to www.Congress.gov and typing in the
bill number or title.
This report appears regularly as a member benefit in “The Insider,” ASFPM’s member newsletter produced in the odd
months. See ASFPM’s Goals and Objectives for FY17 here.
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ASFPM Editorial Guidelines: ASFPM accepts and welcomes articles from our members and partners. “The Insider” and “News & Views” have a style format, and if necessary, we reserve the right to
edit submitted articles for space, grammar, punctuation, spelling, potential libel and clarity. If we make
substantive changes, we will email the article back to you for your approval before using. We encourage
you to include art with your article in the form of photos, illustrations, charts and graphs. Please include
a description of the art, along with the full name of who created the art. If the art is not yours originally,
you must include expressed, written consent granting ASFPM permission to use the art in our publications.
Copyright© Association of State Floodplain Managers, Inc.
Information and opinions contained herein do not necessarily reflect the views of the ASFPM Board of
Directors. Reproduction, with credit, permitted for individual ASFPM-authored articles. Please contact
Michele Mihalovich at editor@floods.org.

Association of State Floodplain Managers
575 D’Onofrio Dr., Ste. 200, Madison, WI 53719 www.floods.org
Phone: (608) 828-3000 Fax: (608) 828-6319 editor@floods.org
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